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Course Topics Include:
• Identifying surveillance vulnerabilities
• How to conduct surveillance
• Adapting and blending into surroundings
• Hostile Surveillance Awareness
• Reporting and Communication
• Pre-attack Indicators & Field Threat Assessments
• Suspicious indicators and recognition
• Planning
• PS assignments
• And Much More
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The Objective: “Reclaiming the tactical advantage”
The traditional nature of Executive Protection (EP) involves responding and reacting to possible threats. However, functioning in a reactive mode means that the adversary will always have the tactical advantage by having the choice of where, when, and how they will conduct their hostile act. This enables the adversary to retain and maximize the element of surprise. This course will enable the EP professional to reclaim the element of surprise by providing techniques and methodologies to perform protective surveillance and to protect your Principal or fixed site in a truly covert manner. These skills will allow you to effectively “come out of the woodwork” and surprise any hostile force, thereby, reclaiming the tactical advantage. Another important factor is that more and more Principal’s do not want to “feel” nor see the Executive Protection agent unless it’s necessary; by conducting Protective Surveillance, you will be protecting your Principal while not being “felt” by them, thus, providing the service while maintaining the “freedom” of your Principal.

The Course Philosophy
It is our philosophy that in order to identify a sophisticated adversary as early as possible, one must fully appreciate and understand how the adversary behaves, collects information and operates. Operating covertly enables the protection operative to regain the tactical advantage and surprise, thereby, maximizing the protection efforts while the client does not feel the presence of the security team.

Course Topics
The following subjects are covered, but not limited to:

- Protective Concepts
- Covert EP Concepts
- Identifying surveillance vulnerabilities
- How to conduct surveillance (Static)
- How to conduct surveillance (Pedestrian)
- Hostile Surveillance Awareness
- Reporting and Communication
- Adapting and blending into surroundings
- Suspicious indicators and recognition
- Pre-attack indicators and field threat assessments
- Planning a PS Assignment
- Hostile Actions and Protective Reactions
- Body Language
- Field exercises in diverse environments

Who Should Attend
This Course is specifically designed for professionals working in or planning to work as Executive Protection (EP) agents in a corporate environment. Attendees include:

- EP Agents
- EP Team Leaders
- LEOs tasked with EP Duty
- HLS Professionals

Course Times & Locations
Mountain View, California USA
- Monday 09th September to Friday 13th September

Course Cost
The cost for this 5-day course is $1,850 per attendee. Discounts are available for groups of 3 or more, as well as for current law enforcement officials and disabled veterans.

Simulation & Role Playing
Multiple role players are used throughout the program to simulate genuine hostile surveillance as well as hostile scenarios, thereby, teaching attendees the skills required to make critical decisions in the field. These range from amateur to professional in order to simulate real world scenario’s.
Company Overview

AS Solution Global Training Division is part of AS Solution, a global security company. In 2003, AS Solution started in Denmark and has since become a top player in the Executive Protection industry. From the start AS Solution was built to help our clients with “Special Security Solutions” all over the world. To achieve this we have built a strong combination of “sister companies”, full time remote employees, partners and subcontractors. The global activities are performed either directly from the Danish company or by subsidiaries located in strategic chosen countries. The AS Solution Group currently has company offices located in The United States of America (Kirkland, WA and Atlanta, GA), Denmark (Herlev), Kenya (Nairobi), Tanzania (Usa River), India (Bangalore), The United Kingdom (Surrey), South Africa (Pretoria), Singapore, and Dubai. We also have remote agents in Johannesburg South Africa, Lagos Nigeria, Cairo Egypt, Moscow Russia, Tel Aviv Israel, Beijing China and Sao Paulo Brazil.

Contact us now to secure your place!
Training@assolution.com

AS Solution Global Training Division Instructors

IVOR TERRET, DIRECTOR

Ivor Terret, Director of the AS Solution Global Training Division, is currently based in Israel, where he was a founding member, team leader and instructor of a government Surveillance Detection and Covert Security Unit specializing in all areas of Surveillance Detection and Covert Protection, including projects involving Heads of State and Critical Infrastructure. Prior to joining the unit, Ivor designed and implemented security master plans for covert counter terror units and high-risk facilities and has consulted on a myriad of projects including business parks, high risk facilities and factories. Ivor has conducted C-TPAT audits for large supply chain factories in Israel and abroad and brings over 19 years of international counter terror experience at both the official and private sector levels. In addition to consulting and operations, Ivor has instructed hundreds of students including high-risk facility security teams, government covert VIP units, government Surveillance Detection units, specialized law enforcement and counter terror units as well as corporate EP and SD units. Ivor is an authorized counter terror instructor meeting the standards for counter terror security procedures as set forth by the Israeli Police Force.

Previous Clients Include

- US State Police and Federal Air Marshals
- Select members of SWAT unit (Europe)
- High Risk facilities (Africa)
- Factories (Israel and Europe)
- EL Al Airlines Security (Israel)
- Port security officers (Israel)
- Luxury hotels (on world top 10 list) security staff (UK)
- Specialized units of an official counter terror bureau (Europe)
- PSD team members
- Coalition Embassy quick reaction force (QRF) members (Afghanistan)
- Government dignitary protection units (Europe)
- Security officers for critical infrastructure (Israel)
- Security Directors of International Airports (Europe)
- Official security and counter terror entities (Singapore)
- Specialized security operations at the 2010 FIFA World Cup Soccer (South Africa)
- Specialized security consultation to some of the world’s largest multi-national corporations
- US official specialized security details